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ABSTRACT


Data that do not have a fixed schema cannot be searched efficiently because the forming of a query is difficult without a schema or some information about the structure. The quantity of such data has increased since the middle of the 90’s, especially on the Internet. There is much research conducted in this area and consequently there are several proposals of how to model such data, how to search such data and also how to present the structure of such data. Semistructured data, as it is called, is still a subject of intensive investigations.

In our investigations we have found out that schemas of such data still need enhancements. It has turned out that the schemas can be bigger than the original source database or, if the size is limited, some accuracy is lost. In this work we first propose a schema to be used to present the structure of such data and secondly an algorithm with which we can construct such a schema. Our earlier investigations showed that we can use the theory of Adjacency Relation Systems to model semistructured data and also that the same theory can be used, with some minor modifications, as a foundation for a schema for semistructured data.

In this work we apply the theory of Adjacency Relation Systems and propose a new way to present the schema of semistructured data. This approach differs in some parts substantially from those presented by other researchers. Our proposal is not based on merging of similar parts of the schema but on the interrelationships between adjacent types. By this technique we can prevent the schema from growing too large and avoid loosing of accuracy of the schema. Our proposal has also the advantage that the produced schema has the same kind of characteristics as a strong DataGuide.

Our work gives also an accurate definition of semistructured data and introduces an algorithm for calculating the degree of semistructured data. Moreover, we present a general query by which we can search data from such data structure.

Jari Töyli, Department of Computer Science, University of Vaasa, P.O. Box 700, FI-65101 Vaasa, Finland, email jari.toyli@uwasa.fi.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background of the Research

In structured database systems the schema has two purposes. First it describes
the structure or type of the data and secondly it describes some constraints on
the information system. This type of data can easily be represented and
accessed by conventional database systems, like relational and object oriented
database systems. However, today there exist more and more data that cannot
be constrained by a schema because the data has variations in its structure. The
variations typically consist of missing data, duplicated fields, or minor changes
in representation. This kind of data arises among others on the Internet, and it
is called semistructured data.

Semistructured data (Abiteboul 1997; Buneman 1997; Abiteboul, Buneman &
Suciu 2000) has been investigated since the middle of the 90’s. During that time
the research has mainly focused on developing data models and query
languages for semistructured data. There is one proposal that has gained more
attention than any other. This model, based on objects, is called Object
Exchange Model (OEM) (McHugh, Abiteboul, Goldman, Quass & Widom
1997). In another model, proposed by Buneman, Davidson, Hillebrand & Suciu
(1996) and Buneman, Fernandez & Suciu (2000), the node labels are absent and
the data is carried entirely on the edge labels. This model has not been named,
although it is based on a sound theory.

In addition to these two data models there are also other proposals that have a
close affinity to these models. The first one, ACeDB (Thierry-Mieg & Durbin,
1992) has been developed as a database for genetic data and the second, is the
XML (World Wide Web Consortium, 2004). There is a great deal of research on

Because of the absence of a fixed schema, conventional SQL cannot be used to access semistructured data. However, there are new query languages developed for semistructured data. Some of them are meant to be used with XML data (Broekstra et al. 2000), and others with object data, like Lorel. Lorel has been developed in the context with the Lore system, and it is based on the object query language (OQL). Still another language is called UnQL, and it is a value based query language (Buneman et al. 2000).

The main purpose of this work is to present a new proposal for a schema of semistructured data and an algorithm for its construction. Besides, this work contains a definition of semistructured data, and an algorithm for defining the degree of semistructured data. We present also a general query for semistructured data, which includes all the special queries presented in Wanne (1998).

Schema proposals for semistructured data are one of the research areas which have been widely investigated during the last decade. DataGuide (Goldman, Widom 1997; Goldman 2000) is the most promising proposal of a schema for semistructured data, but as it has some drawback, the research on that subject is still active. There are also other proposals e.g. Wang & Liu (1997) and Nestorov, Abiteboul & Motwani (1998) of how to discover the inherent structure of semistructured data, but these proposals are all in a stage of development, and so far there is no prominent solution to the problem.

The drawbacks in the proposals of a schema for semistructured data represented so far are significant to the extent that there is a need of a new proposal. The following problems are the most distinctive ones:
• There can be more than one schema for a semistructured database.
• Some accuracy of the schema can be lost when one generates an approximate schema (i.e. merge similar parts) of the source database.
• The size of the schema may be bigger than the size of the original database.

As long as these problems are unsolved the queries on semistructured data are inefficient, which in turn means higher costs. Researches have developed new query languages that use novel techniques and there are also more efficient methods to discover the embedded structure of the data from the underlying structure. However, the results are still unsatisfactory in some areas. In our work we focus on the latter technique and propose a method in which we can complete the underlying data structure with new relations that are derived from the known relations. The completion of the data structure applies the idea of relations between adjacent elements, and adjacency defining sets (Wanne 1998, Wanne & Linna 1999).

1.2. Research Objectives and Contributions

According to the research conducted on schema discovery and extraction we conclude that schema development is a vital area that is worth to be explored more. Our research hypotheses are the following:

A schema for semistructured data can be constructed and completed according to the theories of the adjacency relation system.

The size of the present schemas for semistructured data can be reduced and its accuracy can be increased with the help of the Adjacency Schema.
In order to test our hypothesis we state some research questions which will guide our work. There are four research questions that are the following:

1. Is it possible to apply the theory of the adjacency relation system to construct a schema on semistructured data?
2. Can we develop an algorithm with which the schema can be built up?
3. Does the Adjacency Schema fulfil the same requirements imposed on the present schemas for semistructured data?
4. Is the Adjacency Schema minimal and more accurate than the existing schemas?

The results of Töyli (2002) and Töyli, Wanne & Linna (2002a, 2002b) showed that semistructured data can be presented with the adjacency model. In this work we will go further ahead in our investigations and propose a schema for semistructured data. Our further research is based on the theory of the adjacency relation system (Wanne 1998), which we have somewhat modified, as well as the theory of representative objects (Nestorov, Ullman, Wiener & Chawathe 1997a).

According to the hypothesis and research questions stated above, the main contributions of this work can be stated as follows:

1. A new schema proposal for semistructured data.
2. An accurate definition of semistructured data.
3. An algorithm for calculating the degree of an incomplete data structure.
4. A general query for a given relation combination.
5. An algorithm for modelling semistructured data.
6. An algorithm for modelling relational data.
7. An algorithm for the construction of a schema for semistructured data.
1.3. Structure of Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 is a literature review, in which we present the most recent research findings in the area of this study. The literature review is restricted to cover the areas of schema extraction and discovery, and the most significant papers written on schemas of semistructured data until today.

In Section 3 we present the theories of representative objects and DataGuide, which set down the ground for a schema of semistructured data. We also give a short presentation of other research conducted in this area concerning structure discovering.

In Section 4 we present the theory of Adjacency Relation Systems (ARS), which has been the basis when modelling semistructured data (Töyli 2002), and also in this case when we present our proposal of a schema for semistructured data. This theory is fundamental to our work, although we have made some minor changes to some of the definitions.

In Section 5 we present our schema proposal for semistructured data. First we give the definition of semistructured data, an algorithm for determining the degree of a data structure, and define a general query. After that we present two algorithms for the modelling of relational and semistructured data and one for the construction of a schema for semistructured data. We also introduce the concept of an Adjacency Schema (AdSchema) and give some examples.

Finally, in Section 6 we give some conclusions of the results, and outline some proposals of future work.
2. DISCOVERING THE DATA STRUCTURE

Schema discovery, especially in context with semistructured data, has been under intensive investigations during the last few years. In order to get some understanding of the research conducted in this area we present some work that deal with this specific subject. There is much research that does not propose any new schema, but which is very important for the development of the schema construction.

Actually, there is a proposition called DataGuide (Goldman et al. 1997) which can be used as a schema for semistructured data. It is a directed graph, where every edge of the graph is represented with a formula. However, DataGuide has been developed since then and a more accurate version of it has been introduced. The most significant problems in context with a schema for semistructured data are the size and the accuracy of the schema. The more accurate schemas we want the larger the schema becomes and vice versa. We have to balance between these two aspects.

In addition to DataGuide there are other propositions in which the researchers try to discover (Wang et al., 1997; Wang & Liu, 1998; Cong, Yi, Liu & Wang, 2002; Wang & Liu, 2000b) or extract (Wang, Yu & Wong, 2000; Hacid, Soualmia & Toumani, 2000; Nestorov et al., 1998) schema information from the data, or more generally, they try to discover a typical or frequent structure on the data. The data will then be classified or clustered into sets of objects. The results of these investigations are promising, but more research is needed because the accuracy and conciseness of the schema is still incomplete.

All the above-mentioned papers consider object models like Object Exchange Model (OEM). The same idea and model have been considered in Nestorov et al. (1997a) in which the authors present the concept of representative objects that
facilitates the querying and browsing of semistructured data. In Nestorov et al. (1997b) the authors consider the problem of identifying some underlying structure in large collections of semistructured data.

Buneman et al. (1997) present a proposal of a schema for semistructured data in which both data and schema are represented as edge-labeled graphs. It differs from the OEM model in that the labels are associated with edges, not nodes. The notion of conformance between a graph database and a graph schema are introduced. Also a “deterministic” subclass of schemas is investigated.

In Wang et al. (1997) the authors consider schema discovery. The basic idea is to generate a structured layer of typical object structures of semistructured data (e.g. of an OEM database). The main concept in this process is a so-called tree-expression, which is a partial (labelled) tree representation of an object, i.e. a generalization of an object. When generalizing an object some information may be lost. The generalization problem is considered in Wang et al., (2000b).

The concept of the tree expression is further developed in Wang et al. (1998a) and Wang et al. (2000a), where the authors represent a new concept called a $k$-tree-expression. A $k$-tree expression is a tree expression of $k$ leaf nodes, and it is constructed by “cluing” a sequence of $k$ paths that are not prefixes of each other. In other words, a $k$-tree expression is the “prefix tree” of the $k$ paths that preserves their order in the sequence. The authors also present an algorithm for searching all $k$-tree expressions. The simple paths of $k$-tree expressions are then traversed in depth-first order (Goodrich & Tamassia 1998).

In Wang et al. (1998a) and Wang et al. (2000a) the authors noticed that the use of wildcards on paths can cause over generation of them, and also that the algorithm cannot discover typical substructures which exist in the lower part or in the middle part of semistructured objects when the upper part of objects has
a different number of labels. The authors in Cong et al. (2002) propose a new
and more effective method to compute the frequencies of the substructures
(with a wild card or not). This approach contains a new feature in which the
semistructured objects are represented with paths and corresponding tidlists,
where the tidlist is a set of transaction objects or trees that contain a path as a
tuple in the database. Representation of objects with labelled paths saves a lot
of space. The authors also propose an effective method by which the over
generation of paths with wild cards can be removed. Finally, they propose an
adapted mining algorithm for the substructure discovery problem.

The algorithm proposed in Cong et al. (2002) is more effective than the one
developed and improved in Wang et al., (1997, 1998a, 2000a). However, as long
as wildcards are used we must balance between efficiency and accuracy. The
number of wildcards affects restrictively to accuracy and increasingly to the
search space, so we would need a method that does not use wildcards at all, or
at least the number of them is minor.

The same problem of schema extraction has been considered in Wang et al.
(2000b) and in Nestorov et al. (1998) but this time the authors have used a
slightly different method. In Wang et al. (2000b) the method has been to use
description logics and in Nestorov et al. (1998) the method is based on the
semantics of monadic datalog. However, both of these methods use the same
approach of merging of similar object classes. These classes proved to be too
large so the authors in both papers propose approximation of the generated
groups. Here we give only a short presentation of the subject, but a more
detailed description of the methods can be found in Wang et al. (2000b) and in
Nestorov et al. (1998). As a motivation for our work we can mention that the
authors faced the same kind of problem as we have encountered before, i.e.
inaccuracy when grouping or merging objects.
In Wang et al. (2000b) the authors propose a construction of an approximated graph schema by clustering objects with similar incoming and outgoing edge patterns. This approach differs from the DataGuide in that the DataGuide combines objects with similar type definitions. The main idea is to predict the sets of incoming and outgoing edges of a vertex of a data graph that also appears as a vertex of the schema graph. Another principle is to minimize the size of the schema graph by minimizing the number of appearances of each label.

The approximate graph schema is small in size, cheap to construct and maintain, and there is no predetermined user defined threshold. However, there may be duplicates and false paths in the schema graph, which means that it is not fully accurate.

In Nestorov et al. (1997a) the authors investigated the typing problem of semistructured data. This problem will be considered more detailed in Section 3 and is bypassed here.

The idea of a concise representation of the inherent schema of semistructured data has been refined in Nestorov et al. (1997b). The authors present an algorithm for constructing a type hierarchy for semistructured data source. The classification is highly dependent on the choice of the so-called threshold value. If the threshold is too low, the result set is too large and on the other hand if the threshold is too high, the accuracy becomes very low. Once again, there is a trade-off between the accuracy and the size. It is also problematic to choose the value of the threshold.

In Nestorov et al. (1998) the authors present an algorithm for approximate typing of semistructured data, i.e. an object does not have to fit its type definition precisely. The size of perfect typing was a problem in Nestorov et al.
(1997b), because the resulting data sets may be imperfect with respect to the typing, i.e. the data sets may contain edges that should not be present or lack some information (missing edges). Nestorov et al. (1998) presents a technique for computing an approximate typing of an appropriate size, which allows the data set to be imperfect with respect to the typing and they focus on the quality of the typing result rather than the time performance. In Nestorov et al. (1998) the authors have used the semantics of monadic datalog programs. Another approach, presented in Hacid et al. (2000), use description logics for discovering the (partial) implicit structure of semistructured data. They propose an approach for approximate typing of semistructured data. The extracted schema is expressed in the form of terminological axioms in a small description logic. A more detailed description of the approach is given in Hacid et al. (2000).

Constraints on semistructured data are not easy to express. In Buneman et al. (1997) there is a proposal of how to present schema for such data. In that proposal the database is presented as an edge-labeled graph, with a corresponding schema in which the edges are labeled with unary formulas. A database conforms to a schema if there is a correspondence between the edges in the source database and the schema. A graph database may conform to several graph schemas. So there exists a schema to which all databases conform. It is also possible to store multiple schemas for the same data, in order to help optimize queries. Since there is a natural ordering on graphs schemas, it is possible to take the least upper bound of a set of schemas and combine all their constraints into a single schema. This approach is one of the first proposals for a schema for semistructured data, and has had a very strong implication in the research of schemas for semistructured data.
3. FOUNDATIONAL THEORIES

In this section we present the theories behind representative objects (Nestorov et al. 1997a) and DataGuides (Goldman et al. 1997, Goldman 2000). We consider here the theory of representative objects because it lays the foundation for the DataGuide. The DataGuide, in turn, is considered because it is the de facto standard of schemas for semistructured data and as far as we know, the only implementation of a schema for semistructured data. In Figure 3.1 we have a part of an OEM database, representing a premiership document. It serves as a basis for multiple examples through this section.

Figure 3.1. The premiership object (Nestorov et al. 1997a).
3.1. Representative Objects

The theoretical foundation of dynamically generated structural summaries has been given in (Nestorov et al. 1997a). The authors present the *representative object* concept, which is also called as a *DataGuide*. The motivation behind a representative object is not only to create a concise description of the structure of the data, but also to facilitate querying and browsing of semistructured data.

Representative objects are used with an object model called *Object Exchange Model* (OEM), initially introduced in Papakonstantinou et al. (1995). In an OEM model every node represents an object identification, and the edges with their labels represent object references. One important concept used with the OEM model is a *simple path expression* that is a dot separated sequence of labels of the graph (Nestorov et al. 1997a).

**Definition 3.1.** Let $l_i$ be a label (of object references) for $i = 1, \ldots, n$, $n \geq 0$. Then $pe = l_1 \cdot l_2 \cdots l_n$ is a *simple path expression* of length $n$.

Another concept is a data path that is a sequence of alternating objects and labels, separated by commas. A data path starts and ends with an object. For every two consecutive objects the first object has an object reference to the second object and there is a label between the objects (Nestorov et al. 1997a).

**Definition 3.2.** Let $o_i$ be an object for $i = 0, \ldots, n$, $l_i$ be a label for $i = 1, \ldots, n$, and $(l_i, \text{identifier}(o_i)) \in \text{value}(o_{i-1})$ for $i = 1, \ldots, n$, $n \geq 0$. Then $p = o_0, l_1, o_1, l_2, \cdots, l_n, o_n$ is a *data path*, of length $n$.

Here are some additional terms in order to help to understand the concepts of simple path expressions and data paths:
• A data path \( p = o_0,l_1,\ldots,l_n,o_n \) originates from \( o_0 \) or is rooted at the object \( o_0 \).
• An object \( o_i \) is within an object \( o \) if there exists a data path originating from \( o \) and ending with \( o_i \).
• A data path \( p \) is within an object \( o \) if \( p \) originates from an object within \( o \).
• A data path \( p = o_0,l_1,\ldots,l_n,o_n \) is an instance of the simple path expression \( pe = l_1,l_2,\ldots,l_n \).

**Example 3.1.** To illustrate the above terms consider the *premiership* object of Figure 3.1.

- The simple path expression *Player.Number* has two instance data paths within the *premiership* object, namely \( \text{obj}(&1),\text{Player},\text{obj}(&5),\text{Number},\text{obj}(&13) \) and \( \text{obj}(&1),\text{Player},\text{obj}(&14),\text{Number},\text{obj}(&18) \).
- Consider the following two data paths \( \text{obj}(&1),\text{Player},\text{obj}(&14),\text{FormerClub},\text{obj}(&24) \) and \( \text{obj}(&24),\text{Player},\text{obj}(&28),\text{FormerClub},\text{obj}(&1) \). Thus \( \text{obj}(&1) \) is within \( \text{obj}(&24) \) and \( \text{obj}(&24) \) is within \( \text{obj}(&1) \). i.e. there is a cycle within the *premiership* object.

With a continuation function represented in Nestorov et al. (1997a) we can find out the labels of the object references on a given path, and we can also find out an answer if we can continue our navigation from the current node, i.e. the node is not an atomic node. The continuation function is substantial for representative objects.

**Definition 3.3.** Let \( o \) be an object in OEM and \( pe = l_1,l_2,\ldots,l_n \) a simple path expression, \( n \geq 0 \). Then we define the concept \( \text{continuation}(o,pe) \) as follows.
continuation(o,pe) \supseteq \{ l \mid \exists \text{ a data path } p = o, l_1, o_1, \ldots, l_n, o_n, l, o_{n+1} \\
that is an instance of pe.l \}.

continuation(o,pe) \supseteq \{ \bot \mid \exists \text{ a data path } p = o, l_1, o_1, \ldots, l_n, o_n \\
that is an instance of pe and o_n is an atomic object \}

If the simple path expression is of length 0, then the continuation of o is the set of the labels of all outgoing edges from o. However, if the simple path expression is pe, then the continuation of o is the set of all the labels of the outgoing edges of the last node of the path of length \( n+1 \) starting at o plus \( \bot \) if any of the last nodes is atomic.

**Example 3.2.** Consider the *premiership* object from Figure 3.1. The following examples illustrate Definition 3.3.

- \( \text{continuation}(\text{premiership}, \varepsilon) = \{ \text{Club} \} \)
- \( \text{continuation}(\text{premiership}, \text{Club}) = \{ \text{Name, Player, Stadium, Captain} \} \)
- \( \text{continuation}(\text{premiership}, \text{Club.Player.Name}) = \{ \text{First, Last, Nickname, } \bot \} \)

In Definition 3.3 we consider only data paths originating from an object that is the first argument of the continuation function. There are also situations when it is convenient to relax this restriction by e.g. limiting the length of the simple path expression or by allowing the data path to be within a given object.

**Definition 3.4.** Let \( o \) be an object, \( k \geq 1 \), and let \( pe \) be a simple path expression of length \( n, 0 \leq n \leq k \). Then we define \( \text{continuation}^k(o,pe) \) as follows
• If $n = k$ then
  
  o $continuation^k(o,pe) \supseteq \{l \mid \exists$ a data path $p$ within $o$, not necessarily rooted at $o$, that is an instance of $pe.l\}$
  
  o $continuation^k(o,pe) \supseteq \{ \cup \exists$ a data path $p = o_0,l_1,o_1,\ldots,l_n,o_n$ within $o$, that is an instance of $pe$ and $o_n$ is an atomic object\}.

• Otherwise (if $n < k$) $continuation^k(o,pe) = continuation(o,pe)$.

**Example 3.3.** Consider the *premiership* object in Figure 3.1. The following examples illustrate Definition 3.4.

• $Continuation^1(premiership, Name) = \{Official, Nickname, First, Last, \bot\}$

• $Continuation^1(premiership, Club) = \{Name, Player, Stadium, Captain\}$

• $Continuation^1(premiership, Player.Name) = \{First, Last, Nickname, \bot\}$

There are two types of representative objects. First, we have a *full representative object* (FRO), which is restricted to a particular object, and secondly, if the length of the simple path expression is given, then we have a *degree-k representative object* ($k$-RO). The $k$-ROs are less complex than FROs and can be used to approximate FROs. Formally, the definition is as follows.

**Definition 3.5.** Let $o$ be an object. Then the function $continuation(o,pe) = continuation(o,pe)$, where $pe$ is a simple path expression, is a full representative object (FRO) for $o$.

When the $continuation$ function of Definition 3.5 is replaced by the $continuation^k$ function we get the following definition for a degree-$k$ representative object:
**Definition 3.6.** Let $o$ be an object and $k > 1$. Then $\text{continuation}^k_o(o, pe) = \text{continuation}^k(o, pe)$, where $pe$ is a simple path expression, is a degree-$k$ representative object (k-RO) for $o$.

$k$-ROs take usually less space than FROs and may be constructed faster. However, $k$-ROs only approximately support the schema discovery. If the length of the simple path expression $pe$ is less than $k$, where $k$ is the degree of the $k$-RO, the exact value of $\text{continuation}_o(pe)$ can be computed, and the $k$-RO provides the same support as a FRO. However, if the length of $pe$ is at least $k$ then the approximation of $\text{continuation}_o(pe)$ provided by the $k$-RO must be used.

A description of the method of computing an approximation of $\text{continuation}_o(pe)$ from $k$-RO is given in Nestorov et al. (1997a).

When a FRO is implemented in an OEM graph, the $\text{continuation}(o, pe)$ is computed. The FRO consist of an object and an algorithm for computing the function $\text{continuation}_o$. The object is explored in a breadth first manner in order to find the instance data paths of $pe$. If every such data path only the last object in the data path is considered. Finally, we get the continuation of $pe$, which is the set of all the different labels of object references of those objects and possibly $\perp$ if any of those objects is atomic. The algorithm is presented in Nestorov et al. (1997a). Formally, the implementation of FROs in OEM graph is as follows:

**Definition 3.7.** Let $o_1$ and $o_2$ be objects in OEM. Then $o_1$ is a full representative object in OEM for $o_2$ if for any simple path expression $pe$ we have $\text{continuation}_{o_1}(pe) = \text{continuation}_{o_2}(pe)$. 
Usually there are many FROs for a given $o$, including the object itself. One of those FROs is minimal, i.e. there is one FRO for which the computation of the continuation function takes minimal time in proportion to the size of the object set.

**Definition 3.8.** Let $R_o$ be a FRO (in OEM) for $o$. Then $R_o$ is a minimal FRO if any simple path expression $pe = l_1l_2\ldots l_n$, $n \geq 0$, has at most one instance data path originating from $R_o$ and ending with a complex object, and at most one instance data path originating from $R_o$ and ending with an atomic object.

In brief, the construction of a minimal FRO can be done by first creating a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) of a given object $o$, then determinizing and minimizing that NFA, and finally constructing a minimal FRO from that deterministic finite automaton (DFA).

The construction of a NFA from an object in OEM is the following: the objects of the OEM graph correspond to the states and the object references and their labels correspond to the transitions and their respective letters. There is also a function that maps all the objects within $o$ to the corresponding unique automaton states. All the objects of the OEM are either *complex* or *atomic*. There are also two sets of which the first one contains all the objects within $o$, and the other one contains all the different labels of the object references within $o$. The determinization and minimization of the NFA is a well studied problem, so the readers are suggested to turn to Hopcroft & Ullman (1979) for a more detailed description.

After the determinization and minimization of the NFA, the next phase is to construct the minimal FRO from the DFA. In the transformation process from a DFA to an OEM object there is one major concern which is the consideration of
the states that have two different associations of objects, i.e. complex and atomic objects.

The construction of a minimal FRO from the given DFA is associated with two functions, one called \textit{atomic\_obj} for mapping of a state to its corresponding atomic object, and another called \textit{complex\_obj} for mapping of a state to its corresponding complex object. The rest of the construction work can be found in Nestorow et al. (1997a). A proof of the correctness can also be found at the same source.

\section*{3.2. DataGuide}

A first example of the functionality of the theory of full representative objects has been presented in a system called Lore (McHugh et al. 1997). In that system an overall description of the incomplete structure of an OEM database is presented with the help of a so-called DataGuide.

A DataGuide has the same meaning as metadata in conventional database management systems, like relational and object-oriented systems. DataGuides are stored as objects and they can be accessed by applications and query processors. Because there is no structure in the data, the DataGuide conforms to data rather than forcing data to conform to the DataGuide. The DataGuide is specially developed to be used with the Lore system. However, DataGuides can be used with any graph-based data models. Graph-structured databases and other related theoretical research is presented in Buneman et al. (1997).

The basic theory of a DataGuide is presented in Goldman et al. (1997) and Goldman (2000). There are also two other concepts, which are extensions of the primary DataGuide. These are \textit{strong DataGuide} (Goldman 2000) and \textit{approximate DataGuide} Goldman et al. (1999). A strong DataGuide supports
annotations, i.e. a statement about the set of objects in the database reachable by a particular path. An approximate DataGuide, in turn, relaxes some aspects of the definition of a DataGuide. This inaccuracy is possible because all DataGuide paths do not need to exist in the original database.

We have already given some definitions that are crucial for a schema for an OEM database, like simple path expression and data path. In Figure 3.2 we have a sample of the OEM database of Figure 3.1. We can observe, for example, path expressions Club.Name and Club.Player.Name both starting at object &0.

![Diagram of the premiership object](image)

**Figure 3.2.** Sample of the premiership object of Figure 3.1.

In Figure 3.2 Club.&1.Name.&2 and Club.&20.Player.&22.Name.&23 are examples of data paths of the object &0. We can also see an instance of the data path Club.Name, i.e. Club.&1.Name.&2. For a DataGuide we can define the so-called target set:
Definition 3.9. In an OEM object \( s \), a target set of a label path \( l \) is a set \( t \) of oids such that \( t = \{ o_{l_1}, o_{l_2}, o_{l_3}, \ldots, o_{l_n} \} \) is a data path instance of \( l \). That is, a target set \( t \) is the set of all objects that can be reached by traversing a given label path \( l \) of \( s \). We write \( t = T_s(l) \). We say that \( l \) reaches any element of \( t \), and likewise each element of \( t \) is reachable via \( l \) (Goldman 2000).

For example, the target set of \( Club.Name \) in Figure 3.2 is \{&2, &21, &25\}. Two different label paths may share the same target set. In Figure 3.2 the label paths \( Club.Player.FormerClub \) and \( Club \) have the same target set i.e. \{&1\}.

There are two properties to which a DataGuide must conform. The first one is conciseness and the second is accuracy. The third property of a DataGuide is that it should be convenient, i.e. a DataGuide must itself be an OEM object. A DataGuide is concise if every unique label path of a source database is described exactly once, regardless of the number of them in the source database. Accuracy means that there is no label path in the DataGuide that does not exist in the original source database. A database that will be summarized is called as the source database, and the given source database is assumed to be identified by its root object. So, the formal definition of a DataGuide is the following:

Definition 3.10. A DataGuide for an OEM source object \( s \) is an OEM object \( d \) such that every label path of \( s \) has exactly one data path instance in \( d \), and every label path of \( d \) is a label path of \( s \) (Goldman 2000).

Figure 3.3 shows a minimal FRO, i.e. a DataGuide of the source database of Figure 3.1. Using this DataGuide we can check whether a given data path of length \( n \) exists in the original source database by examining only \( n \) objects from the root object in the DataGuide. In our example we need only to examine the outgoing edges of objects &35, &36 to find out that the label path \( Club.Player \)
exists in the database. Similarly, we can follow any single instance of a label path $l$ in a DataGuide and reach some object $o$, so that the labels of the outgoing edges of that particular object $o$ represents all possible labels that could ever follow $l$ in the source database. So the three different labels of the edges emanating from the object &40, represent all possible labels that ever follow Captain in the source database. In Figure 3.3 there are no atomic values, because a DataGuide is a structural summary of the source database (Nestorov et al. 1997a).

Figure 3.3. The minimal FRO (DataGuide) for the premiership object. (Nestorov et al. 1997a).

Goldman (2000) points out two main drawbacks of DataGuides. The first one is related to the annotations, i.e. a property of a set of objects that comprise the target set. The problem with annotations is that, when multiple label paths reach the same object, we cannot say to which label path the annotation is
applied. This problem has been solved by strong *DataGuide* which is also introduced in Goldman (2000).

The second problem is related to the computation of a DataGuide. The computation of a DataGuide can be very expensive if there exists cycles in the structure of the source database. In Goldman et al. (1999) the authors propose a solution to this problem in a form of an *Approximate DataGuide* (ADG). An approximate DataGuide is like any other DataGuides, but it allows some degree of inaccuracy.

The idea behind an approximate DataGuide is to identify “similar” parts of the DataGuide and merge them. There are two main approaches to the approximation: *Object Matching* and *Role Matching*.

According to the original definition of a DataGuide all the data paths of the source database must be found in the corresponding schema. The approximate DataGuide relaxes this rule, i.e. there may be some paths in the schema that do not exist in the source database.

When an approximate DataGuide is created with the object matching method, (Goldman et al. 1999) the target set of the objects is considered. Every path of the DataGuide points to some target set, but in object matching we allow DataGuide paths to point to the same object when their target sets are “almost” similar. Two target sets $X$ and $Y$ are defined to be similar when $|X \cap Y|/\max(|X|,|Y|)$ is above a threshold $\theta$.

Role matching is the second method for the creation of an approximate DataGuide. In this method DataGuide objects are merged based on the label paths i.e. the roles. If the function $M(p_1, p_2)$ returns *True* for label paths $p_1$ and
$p_2$, then the paths $p_1$ and $p_2$ point to the same ADG object. This merging process, in turn, can be done with two different ways. In suffix matching the function $M(p_1, p_2)$ returns True if and only if the last labels of $p_1$ and $p_2$ are equal.

The other method, called Path-Cycle Matching, addresses the problem caused by cyclic databases. Cycles in a database cause the paths to grow too large before reaching an identical target set. The solution for this kind of problem is to add a heuristic into the algorithm. If a specific label can be seen more than once on the path starting from the root, we can assume that this is a “semantic” cycle and the paths can be merged. The path-cycle matching function $M(p_1, p_2)$ returns True if and only if $p_1$ is a prefix of $p_2$ (or $p_2$ is a prefix of $p_1$) and the last labels of $p_1$ and $p_2$ are the same (Goldman et al. 1999).

The choice between a DataGuide and an approximate DataGuide is the same as if we have to choose between accuracy and efficiency. If we want to have an accurate but maybe inefficient schema we use a DataGuide, but if some inaccuracy is allowed then we choose an approximate DataGuide. It is also possible to combine some of the techniques.
4. ADJACENCY RELATION SYSTEM

In traditional database management systems, the data is formally separated from the specification of its schema, or structure. The main purpose of the schema is to serve the query processor, but it also helps the user to understand the structure of the database. As we already know, a semistructured database does not have a schema, or if there is a schema, it is incomplete or irregular. Since a schema can prominently facilitate the query performance and help to avoid exhaustive searches, it is very important that all the information about the structure of the semistructured data can be discovered.

Schema discovery from semistructured data has been under intensive investigation since the middle of the 90’s. In Section 2 we presented some examples and results of such investigations. We also noticed that there were some shortcomings, like inaccuracy after merging parts of the schema and large schemas caused by cyclic structures.

An early work of applying adjacencies has presented in Ni & Bloor (1994). Their work considers boundary data structures, which normally are built on relations between faces, edges and vertices. The novel idea of adjacencies between these entities is furthermore developed in Wanne (1998) and Wanne et al. (1999). In the following chapters we will briefly present those concepts of the Adjacency Relation System (ARS) that are necessary to understand our proposal of a schema for semistructured data. The same concepts are somewhat modified later in this work in order to make them suit better to our purposes.

Our work on a schema for semistructured data is based on adjacencies between edges. In our proposal we consider an adjacency as an interrelationship between two consecutive edges, and it is defined with the help of the node
between them, whereas in Wanne et al. (1999) the adjacency is defined between elements of different types. Formally an Adjacency Relation System is (Wanne et al. 1999) as follows:

**Definition 4.1.** The adjacency relation system (ARS) is a pair \((\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R})\) where \(\mathcal{A} = \{A_1, A_2, \cdots, A_n\}, \ n \geq 1\), is a set containing pairwise disjoint finite nonempty sets and \(\mathcal{R} = \{R_{ij} \mid i, j \in \{1, 2, \cdots, n\}\}\) is a set of relations, where each \(R_{ij}\) is a relation on \(A_i \times A_j\).

If \((x, y_1), (x, y_2), \ldots, (x, y_m) \in R_{ij}\) are all the pairs of relation \(R_{ij}\) having \(x\) as the first component, then each element \(y_k\) (\(k = 1, 2, \ldots, m\)) is said to be adjacent with the element \(x\). Furthermore, denote by \(Ad_j(x)\) the set \(\{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_m\}\) (Wanne et al. 1999).

We assume that the elements of each set \(A_i, \ i = 1, 2, \cdots, n\), represent entities of a certain type \(T_i\). The adjacency between elements can also be defined with the help of the so-called adjacency defining sets \((\tau)\) as follows. Associate with each index pair \(i, j \in \{1, 2, \cdots, n\}\) a set \(K \subseteq \{1, 2, \cdots, n\} - \{i, j\}\) of indices and a set of entity types \(T\) such that \(\tilde{T}_{ij} = \{T_k \mid k \in K\}\).

Elements \(x \in A_i, y \in A_j\), where \(i, j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}\) and \(x \neq y\), are said to be adjacent with respect to a set of entity types \(\tilde{T}_{ij} = \{T_k \mid k \in K\} \neq \emptyset\) if for each \(k \in K\) there is an element \(z \in A_k\) such that \(x \in Ad_i(z)\) and \(y \in Ad_j(z)\). The set \(\tilde{T}_{ij}\) is called the adjacency defining set between the elements of \(A_i\) and \(A_j\). For an adjacency relation system associated with adjacency defining sets (ARST), we use the notation \((\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}, \tau)\), where \(\tau\) refers to the set of adjacency defining sets.
**Definition 4.2.** An ARST \((A,R,\tau)\) is said to be *unique* if for each pair \(i, j \in \{1,2,\ldots,n\}\) of integers such that the corresponding adjacency defining set \(\tilde{T}_{ij}\) is nonempty and for all elements \(x \in A_i, \ y \in A_j\), \(x\) and \(y\) are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent with respect to \(\tilde{T}_{ij}\).

Consider (Figure 4.1) a set of relations \(\mathcal{R} = \{R_{11}, R_{12}, R_{13}, R_{21}, R_{22}, R_{23}, R_{31}, R_{32}, R_{33}\}\), where

\[
R_{11} = \{(x_1,x_2),(x_2,x_1)\},
R_{12} = \{(x_1,y_2),(y_2,x_1),(x_2,y_2),(y_2,x_2)\},
R_{13} = \{(x_2,z_1),(z_1,x_2),(x_2,z_2),(z_2,x_2)\},
R_{33} = \{(z_1,z_2),(z_2,z_1)\},
R_{21} = R_{22} = R_{23} = R_{31} = R_{32} = \phi .
\]

and the adjacency defining sets

\[
\tilde{T}_{11} = \{T_3\},
\tilde{T}_{33} = \{T_1\},
T_{22} = T_{12} = T_{21} = T_{13} = T_{31} = T_{23} = T_{32} = \phi .
\]

We can see that elements \(x_1\) and \(x_2\), \(x_1,x_2 \in A_1\), are adjacent with each other as well as \(z_1\) and \(z_2\), \(z_1,z_2 \in A_3\). The adjacency is defined via the relation \(R_{11}\) for \(x_1\) and \(x_2\), and via the relation \(R_{33}\) for \(z_1\) and \(z_2\), and on the other hand, also with respect to the adjacency defining sets \(\tilde{T}_{11}\) and \(\tilde{T}_{33}\). If there are no other non-empty adjacency defining sets, the ARST considered is unique.
Figure 4.1. Directed graph illustrating the relations presented above.

We can use the notation $T_i \to T_j$ for a relation type to indicate that the relations $R_j$ are defined on $A_i \times A_j$. Furthermore, we can consider sets of relation types $\{T_i \to T_j \mid (i, j) \in S\}$,

where $S \subseteq \{1,2,\ldots,n\} \times \{1,2,\ldots,n\}$. For an ARST $(\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}, \tau)$, denote by $\mathcal{R} \mid S$ the restriction of $\mathcal{R}$ on $S$, i.e. $\mathcal{R} \mid S = \{R_{ij} \in \mathcal{R} \mid (i, j) \in S\}$ (Linna et al. 2003).

**Definition 4.3.** A relation $T_r \to T_i$ is *determined uniquely* by the relation combination $\{T_i \to T_j \mid (i, j) \in S\}$ if for any unique ARST $(\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}, \tau)$ there is no other unique ARST $(\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}_r, \tau_r)$ such that $\mathcal{R}_r S = \mathcal{R} \mid S$ but $R_r \neq R_r$ (Wanne et al. 1999).

One of the problems with DataGuides is their size. In this work we consider also that problem, because even if the relation combination is valid, it should be as small as possible. A relation combination is valid and minimal when the number of relations in the combination is as small as possible.

**Definition 4.4.** Given the entity types $T_1,\ldots,T_n$, a set $S \subseteq \{1,2,\ldots,n\} \times \{1,2,\ldots,n\}$, and adjacency defining sets $\tau$. A relation combination $\{T_i \to T_j \mid (i, j) \in S\}$ is
said to be valid if for any unique ARST \((\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}, \tau)\) there is no other unique ARST \((\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}', \tau)\) such that \(RS = R'JS\). Otherwise the relation combination is said to be non-valid.

Let us consider an ARST associated with planar graphs. We have the entities \(V\) (vertices), \(E\) (edges) and \(F\) (faces). Denote e.g. \(T_1 = V\), \(T_2 = E\) and \(T_3 = F\).

Relation combination of two relations, where the entity \(E\) occurs twice, i.e. the combination \(\{V \to E, E \to F\}\) and its symmetric variants \(\{V \to E, F \to E\}\) \(\{E \to V, E \to F\}\) \(\{E \to V, F \to E\}\) are minimal valid combinations (Wanne et al. 1999).

Next we will give a theorems of Wanne et al. (1999) that will be referenced later on in this work.

**Theorem 4.1.** Let \((\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}, \tau)\) be a unique ARST with \(n\) types \(T_1, \ldots, T_n\), such that \(\tilde{T}_{ii} \neq 0\) for \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, n\). A relation combination

\[
\{T_i \to T_{k_i}, T_j \to T_{k_j}, T_i \to T_{k_i}, T_j \to T_{k_j}, \ldots, T_i \to T_{k_i}, T_j \to T_{k_j}\}
\]

\(i \neq j, \; i, j \neq k_1, \ldots, k_r\), determines uniquely the relations \(T_i \to T_j\) and \(T_j \to T_i\) if and only if \(\tilde{T}_{ij} \neq \phi\) and \(\tilde{T}_{ij} \subseteq \{T_{k_1}, \ldots, T_{k_r}\}\) (Wanne et al. 1999).
5. SCHEMA PROPOSAL FOR SEMISTRUCTURED DATA

In structured database systems the main purpose of the schema is to describe the structure of the data. This in turn is a prerequisite that the query languages can access data efficiently. In this Section we will give our definition of semistructured data, show how to determine the degree of given data structure, and finally present our proposal of a schema for semistructured data.

5.1. Definition of Semistructured Data

According to Wanne et al. (1999) some relations of a given data structure are derivable from a set of stored relations. Each relation determined uniquely by a given relation combination is said to be derivable from the given relation combination. If a relation combination determines uniquely all other relations then it is said to be valid. This means that we have all relations of a data structure and the degree of the structure is one (1).

Example 5.1. Consider an ARST \((\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}, \tau)\), where the relations are as follows (Figure 5.1):

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{11} &= \{(x_1, x_2), (x_2, x_1)\}, \\
R_{22} &= \emptyset, \\
R_{13} &= \{(z_1, z_2), (z_2, z_1)\}, \\
R_{12} &= \{(x_1, y_1), (x_1, y_2), (x_2, y_2), (x_2, y_3)\}, \\
R_{21} &= \{(y_1, x_1), (y_2, x_1), (y_2, x_2), (y_3, x_2)\}, \\
R_{13} &= \{(x_2, z_1), (x_2, z_2)\}, \\
R_{31} &= \{(z_1, x_2), (z_2, x_2)\}, \\
R_{23} &= \{(y_1, z_2), (y_2, z_1), (y_3, z_1)\},
\end{align*}
\]
$R_{12} = \{(z_1, y_2), (z_1, y_3), (z_2, y_1)\},$

and the adjacency defining sets are

\[ T_{11} = \{T_2\}, \quad T_{33} = \{T_1\}, \]

\[ T_{22} = T_{12} = T_{21} = T_{13} = T_{32} = T_{23} = \emptyset. \]

**Figure 5.1.** Undirected graph illustrating the relations of Example 5.1.

Let $S = \{(1,2), (2,3)\}$, then $R \mid S = \{R_{ij} \in R \mid (i, j) \in S\} = \{R_{12}, R_{23}\}$.

Let $(\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}^\prime, \tau)$ be another ARST where $\mathcal{R}^\prime$ contains the same relations as $\mathcal{R}$ except the relation on $A_2 \times A_2$ which is defined by

\[ R_{22}^\prime = \{(y_1, y_2), (y_2, y_1)\}. \]

As in Example 5.1 it can be deduced that the ARST $(\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}^\prime, \tau)$ is unique. Since $\mathcal{R} \mid S = \mathcal{R}^\prime \mid S$, the relation combination $\{T_1 \rightarrow T_2, T_2 \rightarrow T_3\}$ is not valid.
Now, e.g. the relation $T_1 \rightarrow T_3$ is not uniquely determined. Namely, if $(\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}', \tau)$ is another ARST, where $\mathcal{R}'$ contains the same relations as $\mathcal{R}$ except the relations on $A_1 \times A_2$ and on $A_3 \times A_4$, which are defined by

$$R'_{13} = \{(x_1, z_1), (x_1, z_2)\} \text{ and } R'_{31} = \{(z_1, x_1), (z_2, x_1)\}.$$ 

Now we will define the notion of the degree of the data structure (Linna et al. 2003).

Let $C$ be a subset of all possible relations of the form $T \rightarrow T'$, where $T$ and $T'$ are types. Denote by $|C|$ the number of relations in $C$. Let $C'$ be a relation combination such that $C \cup C'$ is valid and $|C'| = \min\{|C_i| \mid C \cup C_i \text{ is valid}\}$. Denote $\min(C) = |C'|$. In other words, $\min(C)$ is the minimum number of relations, which is needed to complete $C$ to a valid relation combination.

Denote by $D(C)$ the set of all relations, which can be derived uniquely from $C$. Obviously, $C \subseteq D(C)$. The degree of a relation combination $C$ is defined as the ratio

$$\text{Deg}(C) = \frac{|D(C)|}{\text{the number of all relations}}.$$ 

According to the definition, it holds that $0 \leq \text{Deg}(C) \leq 1$ for each relation combination $C$.

**Definition 5.1.** Let $C$ be the relation combination describing the given data structure. The data structure is said to be
(i) structured, if $\text{Deg}(C) = 1$;

(ii) unstructured, if $\text{Deg}(C) = 0$;

(iii) semistructured, if $0 < \text{Deg}(C) < 1$.

Note that obviously, $\text{Deg}(C) = 1$ if and only if $C$ is valid.

In the following example (Wanne 1998) it is shown (Figure 5.2) that if we know the relations $F \rightarrow V$ and $V \rightarrow E$, i.e. $C = \{F \rightarrow V, V \rightarrow E\}$, then we can always derive the relations $V \rightarrow F$, $E \rightarrow V$ and $V \rightarrow V$. In Wanne (1998) it is also shown that relations $F \rightarrow F, E \rightarrow E, E \rightarrow F, F \rightarrow E$ can not be derived. This means that $D(C) = \{F \rightarrow V, V \rightarrow E, V \rightarrow F, E \rightarrow V, V \rightarrow V\}$. Thus the degree of $C$ is $\text{Deg}(C) = 5/9 = 0.56$.

![Figure 5.2](image_url)

**Figure 5.2.** Three entities $(E, V, F)$ and nine adjacent relations.

If e.g. $C = \{V \rightarrow E, E \rightarrow F\}$, it can be shown that $D(C)$ contains all the nine relations and thus $\text{Deg}(C) = 9/9 = 1$, and the relation combination $C$ is valid. If on the other hand $C = \{V \rightarrow E, F \rightarrow V, E \rightarrow E\}$, it can be shown that

$$C(D) = \{V \rightarrow E, F \rightarrow V, E \rightarrow E, E \rightarrow V, V \rightarrow F, V \rightarrow V\}.$$
Thus the degree of $C$ in this case is $\text{Deg}(C) = \frac{6}{9} = 0.67$.

In Figure 5.3 (Goldman 2000) we have a typical situation in which an OEM source database is depicted with two DataGuides. As we have found out in the previous sections it is fully possible that there are one, two or more DataGuides of one and the same source database. When we merge the lower parts of the DataGuides of Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b, i.e. the paths $C.D$, we lose some accuracy.

Figure 5.3. A source and two DataGuides (Goldman 2000).

If we wish to keep additional information in a DataGuide, like annotations e.g. statistical odds that an object reachable via $l$ has any outgoing edges with a specific label (Goldman 2000), then we cannot say to which label path the annotation is applied. Referring to Figure 5.3c, we see that label paths $A.C$ and $B.C$ both reach the same object. Thus, if we store an annotation on object 20, we cannot know if the annotation applies to label path $A.C$, label path $B.C$ or both. The DataGuide of Figure 5.3c is minimal. In the DataGuide in Figure 5.3b, however, we have two distinct objects for the two label paths, so we can
correctly separate the annotation, but the DataGuide in Figure 5.3b is not any more minimal.

This is a situation in which the use of AdSchema, defined in detail later on, is a clear advantage. When the source database of Figure 5.3a is depicted with the AdSchema we will have a schema that is minimal, and the problem concerning annotations can be avoided. Besides, the AdSchema conforms initially to the same requirements as a strong DataGuide. By using AdSchema we can increase efficiency because the schema need not to be rebuilt in order to make it minimal. An AdSchema of the database of Figure 5.3 is depicted in Figure 5.4. The interrelationship between the types $B$ and $D$ is left out because the type $C$ is an interrelationship defining type.

![Figure 5.4. An AdSchema of the source database of Figure 5.3.](image)

The graphs of Figure 5.3 can also be seen from another point of view. We can consider the number of the relations, i.e. the degree of the structure, so the three graphs of Figure 5.3 can be interpreted as follows. In Figure 5.3a we have 12 relations altogether. The relations are $A \rightarrow B$, $A \rightarrow C$, $B \rightarrow C$, $C \rightarrow D$, $A \rightarrow D$ and $B \rightarrow D$, and their symmetric relations. Of those relations $A \rightarrow B$ is an empty relation (as well as its symmetric version). The relations $A \rightarrow D$ and $B \rightarrow D$ have an interrelationship defining type, which in this case is the type $C$. If the self-relations, i.e. $A \rightarrow A$, $B \rightarrow B$, $C \rightarrow C$ and $D \rightarrow D$ had been included then we should have had 16 relations altogether, but because the self-relations are insignificant to the result they are left out.
In Figure 5.3b we have the same 12 relations. The number of relations is the same because each relation is depicted only once, and in Figure 5.3a there are two paths that have the same edge labels. Also here the self-relations are omitted. In both of these cases (Figures 5.3a and 5.3b) the degree of the data structure is $\text{Deg}(C) = 12/12 = 1.0$, which means that the structure of the data is quite high.

In Figure 5.3c the number of relations is smaller and so is the degree of $C$. The known relations in Figure 5.3c are $A \rightarrow B$, $A \rightarrow C$, $B \rightarrow C$, $C \rightarrow D$, $A \rightarrow D$ and $B \rightarrow D$. Here again, we consider also the symmetric variants of each of the relations. So the total number of relations here is 12. However, in this case there are a few unknown relations. The relations $A \rightarrow D$ and $B \rightarrow D$ are not known as well as the relations $A \rightarrow C$, $B \rightarrow C$. The degree of the data structure is $\text{Deg}(C) = 4/12 = 0.33$.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.5.** An example of the sizes of the source database (a) and the corresponding AdSchema (b).

In Figure 5.5a there is a sample OEM database. We can see that there are four edges emanating from the root node labelled with a letter $A$. From each of the nodes 2, 3, 4 and 5 there are two outgoing edges labelled with letters $B$ and $C$. The relations in that graph are $A \rightarrow B$, $A \rightarrow C$, $B \rightarrow C$, $B \rightarrow A$, $C \rightarrow A$, $C \rightarrow B$, $A \rightarrow A$, $B \rightarrow B$ and $C \rightarrow C$, so we have 9 relations altogether. Of these
relations we omit the self-relations. The degree of the data structure is 
\[ \text{Deg}(C) = \frac{6}{6} = 1.0. \]

In Figure 5.5b we have the graph of Figure 5.5a presented with an AdSchema. The schema is simple and there are only three types with two interrelationships between them. The total number of relations is the same as in Figure 5.5a, but only two of them are needed because the rest of them can be derived. The schema is minimal and there is no confusion about interpretation of it.

As a conclusion of these examples we can say that, in most cases, if a semistructured database is presented with an AdSchema the size of the new schema is smaller than the original database, and it is also minimal. The AdSchema also fulfills the requirements of a strong DataGuide. As we can derive some relations from the known ones, we do not need to store all relations we know, and still we can keep the same level of accuracy as if all the relations were stored.

5.2. Determining of the Degree of a Data Structure

First we give an algorithm for the determining of the degree of a given data structure \( C \), given as a set of relations.

Let entity types \( T_1, \ldots, T_n \), a set \( S \subseteq \{1,2,\ldots,n\} \times \{1,2,\ldots,n\} \) and adjacency defining sets \( \tau \) be given. Consider the relation combination \( C = \{ T_i \rightarrow T_j \mid (i, j) \in S \} \). By the symmetry, we may assume that for each pair \( (i, j) \in S \) also \( (j, i) \in S \). The Degree Testing Algorithm is the following:

**Step 0.** Let the pairs \( (i, j) \in S \) be marked pairs and all the other pairs unmarked pairs.
Step 1. Search for each unmarked pair \((i, j) \notin S\), such that there exists an integer \(k \neq i, j\) for which \((i, k) \in S\) and \((j, k) \in S\). If such a pair and an integer are found, goto Step 2. Otherwise goto Step 3.

Step 2. Find all integers \(k_1, \ldots, k_r, r \geq 1\), such that \((i, k_1), (j, k_r) \in S\) for \(1 \leq s \leq r\). If for at least one \(s\), \(1 \leq s \leq r\), we have \(T_{k_i} \in \tilde{T}_y\) and \(\tilde{T}_y \subseteq \{T_{k_1}, T_{k_2}, \ldots, T_{k_r}\}\), then include relations \(T_i \rightarrow T_j\) and \(T_j \rightarrow T_i\) in the relation combination, i.e. add the pairs \((i, j)\) and \((j, i)\) to the set \(S\) and goto Step 1. If there is no such integer \(s\), then goto Step 1.

Step 3. Let \(C_1\) be the set of all new relations derived by Step 2. The degree of the given data structure \(C\) is

\[
\text{Deg}(C) = \frac{|C| + |C_1|}{n^2}
\]

and the set of all obtained relations is \(C \cup C_1\).

**Theorem 5.1.** The determining of the degree of semistructured data is a decidable question.

**Proof:**

We will show that the above algorithm decides the question.

The purpose of Steps 1 and 2 is to decide if the present relation combination determines uniquely at least one new relation. If in Step 1 no pair \((i, j) \notin S\), \(i \neq j\), such that there exists an integer \(k \neq i, j\) for which \((i, k) \in S\) and \((j, k) \in S\) is found, then, by Theorem 4.1, no further relation can be derived from the
obtained relations. Thus we know the set $C_1$ of all new relations derivable from the set $C$ and can go to Step 3 and calculate the degree of $C$.

If in Step 1 at least one pair $(i, j) \notin S$, $i \neq j$, satisfying the given property was found and the assumptions of Step 2 are satisfied then the new relations $T_i \rightarrow T_j$ and $T_j \rightarrow T_i$ are derivable by Theorem 4.1 and they are added to the set of previous relations $S$. The procedure, i.e. Step 1, is then repeated for finding all possible new relations. If, conversely, the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are not satisfied in Step 2, make the pair $(i, j)$ marked and go to Step 1. This proves that the algorithm is working correctly.

Illustrate the Degree Testing Algorithm by the following example. Let $T_1 = V$, $T_2 = E$ and $T_3 = F$ be the types of vertices, edges and faces in the case of planar graphs. In the usual interpretation of planar graphs

$$
\tilde{T}_{11} = \tilde{T}_{VV} = \{E\}
$$

$$
\tilde{T}_{22} = \tilde{T}_{EE} = \{V, F\} \quad \text{(winged-edge interpretation)}
$$

$$
\tilde{T}_{33} = \tilde{T}_{FF} = \{E\}
$$

$$
\tilde{T}_{12} = \tilde{T}_{VE} = \tilde{T}_{EV} = \tilde{T}_{21} = \phi
$$

$$
\tilde{T}_{23} = \tilde{T}_{EF} = \tilde{T}_{FE} = \tilde{T}_{32} = \phi
$$

$$
\tilde{T}_{13} = \tilde{T}_{VF} = \tilde{T}_{VF} = \tilde{T}_{31} = \{E\}
$$

Let now the relation combination be $C = \{V \rightarrow E, F \rightarrow V\}$. By the symmetry, the relations $E \rightarrow V$ and $V \rightarrow F$ belong also to $D(C)$. Thus we may assume at this stage that $S = \{(1,2),(2,1),(1,3),(3,1)\}$. 
Consider in Step 1 the pair \((1,1) \in S\), i.e. the relation \(V \rightarrow V\). Since \((1,2) \in S\), i.e. \(V \rightarrow E \in C\), and \((2,1) \in S\), i.e. \(E \rightarrow V \in C\) go to Step 2 with \(k = 2\). There are two integers \(k\), such that \((1,k)\), \((1,k) \in S\), namely \(k_1 = 2\) corresponding to \(E\) and \(k_1 = 3\) corresponding to \(F\). Since \(E \in T_{VV} \subseteq \{E,V\}\), i.e. \(T_{k_1} \in T_{11} \subseteq \{T_{k_1}, T_{k_2}\}\), we can include the relation \(V \rightarrow V\) in the relation combination and go back to Step 1. For the unmarked pair \((2,2)\) there is an integer \(k = 1\) such that \((2,k) \in S\). There is only one integer \(k\), namely \(k = 1\), such that that \((2,k) \in S\). Now we have \(V \in T_{EE} = \{V,F\}\), i.e. \(T_{k_1} \in T_{22}\) but \(T_{22} = \{V,F\} \subseteq \{T_{k_1}\}\). Similar deduction holds also for the pair \((3,3)\). Thus the relations \(E \rightarrow E\) and \(F \rightarrow F\) do not belong to \(D(C)\). Consider finally the unmarked pair \((2,3)\), i.e. the pair \((E,F)\). In this case for \(k = 1\) we have \((2,1),(3,1) \in S\), i.e. \(E \rightarrow V,F \rightarrow V \in S\), and we can go to Step 2. Since \(T_{ij} = T_{23} = T_{EF} = \emptyset\), the pair \((2,3)\), i.e. the relation \(E \rightarrow F\) (and \(F \rightarrow E\)), does not belong to \(D(C)\). Since there are no other candidates to \(D(C)\) left, we can deduce that \(C_1 = \{E \rightarrow V,V \rightarrow F,V \rightarrow V\}\) and so

\[
\text{Deg}(C) = \frac{|C| + |C|}{n^2} = \frac{2 + 3}{3^2} = \frac{5}{9} = 0.56.
\]

The Degree Testing Algorithm enables the definition of a general query based on the given data structure, i.e. on the given relation combination \(C\). We now give a definition for the general query.

### 5.3. General Query

Given an ARST \((\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{R}, \tau)\), a relation combination \(C\) and an element \(x\) of type \(X\), find the set \(Y_x\) of all elements of type \(Y\) such that
(i) the relation \( X \rightarrow Y \in D(C) \) and

(ii) \((x, y) \in R_{AB} \) for all \( y \in Y \), where \( A, B \in \mathcal{A} \) and elements of \( A \) are of type \( X \) and elements of \( B \) are of type \( Y \).

Note that in (i) the set \( D(C) \) of relations can be determined by the preceding algorithm.

It can be shown that this general definition of a query includes e.g. all the special queries introduced in Ni et al. (1994), namely the queries such as direct query, inverse query, self queries, direct transitive query, inverse transitive query, and indirect transitive queries.

5.4. Algorithms

In the following sections we will present three algorithms. The first two algorithms are based on the algorithms of Töyli (2002), whereas the third algorithm is developed in this work. The aim of the first two algorithms is to show that it is possible to model data of different structures with the adjacency model. The third algorithm creates a new schema of a source database, which is a semistructured database.

5.4.1. Modeling of Relational Data

In Buneman et al. (1996) the authors show that relational databases are easily encoded as trees. In this subsection we show that relational databases can also be encoded with the adjacency model. We will go through the process in which we convert a relational model into the adjacency model. In order to succeed with this process we expect that the data in the relational model is normalized, at least to the 3rd normal form. The process during which we proceed from the
relational model into the adjacency model is quite straightforward. It consists of nine steps, which are given here:

\textit{Step 1.} Select an attribute (column) from a table.

\textit{Step 2.} Create a corresponding type.

\textit{Step 3.} Repeat steps 1 and 2 until all the distinct tables and attributes are handled.

\textit{Step 4.} Remove those types which have been created of the secondary keys, if any.

\textit{Step 5.} Take a primary key and define it as an adjacency defining type.

\textit{Step 6.} Repeat step 5 until all the distinct primary keys are defined as adjacency defining types.

\textit{Step 7.} Create an adjacency between an element of a type and an element of its corresponding adjacency defining type (i.e. between an attribute and the primary key of a table).

\textit{Step 8.} Repeat step 7 until all the adjacencies are created between the elements and their adjacency defining sets.

\textit{Step 9.} Create all other wanted adjacencies between the types.

In Step 1, if there are multiple tables in our relational database, we select first one table from which we start the conversion process. Actually, it does not matter which table we select, but it could be a good advice to choose the one which have the most attributes. Next we will choose one attribute of that table and proceed to the next step.

In Step 2 we create a new type of the attribute we have just selected in step one. When we name a new type, it is advisable to use the column name of that attribute as a type name. Often the column name is representational of the content of that particular attribute, and on the other side we can avoid conflicting names between the types. The type and the length of the attributes
are insignificant, because the Adjacency Model treats all data equally, i.e. the type names and the adjacencies between them are the only significant matters.

In Step 3 we repeat the two previous steps. However, as soon as all the attributes of one table are treated, we take another table under consideration. As long as we repeat steps one and two we do not need to be concerned if there are more than one type with the same name, because these extra types are removed in the next step.

Now the primary phase of the conversion process is completed. After all the tables and all the attributes are considered we enter the next step. We have as many types as we had columns in the original database. However, some of them describe one and the same attribute. In Step 4 we remove all those duplicate attributes that have been created of the secondary keys of the tables, because they all have a corresponding type created of the primary key. Finally, there should not be duplicate types supposing the source database is at least in 3\textsuperscript{rd} normal form.

In the theory of the Adjacency Relation Systems (Wanne 1998) there is one concept called an adjacency defining set. In this fifth Step we consider these sets. Every distinct attribute of a primary key, sometimes the primary key consists of two or more attributes, can be defined as an adjacency defining type. So we will go through all types and check if it is a part of a primary key or not. If it is, then that particular type can be used to define adjacency between two or more types of the same table. If the same type is used as a secondary key in another table of the source database, then it can define adjacencies also between types created of attributes of two or more tables.

In Step 6 we repeat the procedure of step five and select another type which is a part of a primary key of any table of the source database. This new type will
also be defined as an adjacency defining type. This step will be repeated until all adjacency defining types are found and declared.

In the previous steps we have concentrated on the types of the adjacency model. Next we will consider the elements of the types. In the relational model adjacencies are defined with relationships between the tables of the database. In the adjacency model the adjacency is defined with the help of the adjacency defining types. Moreover, the adjacency is created on the element level, not on the type level.

In Step 7 we draw a line, i.e. a relation between an element of a type and an element of its corresponding adjacency defining type. We must remember here that we are not connecting elements based on their values, but according to the adjacency they have as attributes in the same table. The attributes, which have been declared as secondary keys in the source database, connect the types taken from different tables.

In Step 8 we repeat the procedure of Step 7 until all the adjacencies between the elements of the different types are created. When we are finished with our work all elements of every distinct type are in relation with some other element. Some elements are adjacent with two or more elements, others has only one adjacent element. In the first case we consider elements of adjacency defining types and in the other case elements of the ordinary types, i.e. adjacencies between the attributes within a table.

In Step 9 we considered all those adjacencies that are for some reason not considered yet.

Before we go on with another algorithm for semistructured data we will give an example of how the algorithm presented above works. The example database
contains three tables with ten attributes, so our adjacency model will contain only eight types, because the secondary keys are removed.

In Figure 5.6 the three tables are Order, Bill and Customer. Each of the tables have records (rows) with a number of attributes (columns) and relationships which are composed with the primary keys (Ord_No, Bill_No and Cust_No) and the secondary keys (Bill_No and Cust_No). None of the attributes have null values.

As mentioned above, we start by picking up attributes from the tables of the relational model and create types of them one at a time. In our example we have the attributes Ord_No, Bill_No, Sum and Date in the Order table and Bill_No, Cust_No etc. in the tables Bill and Customer. After the first three steps we have ten types, some of which are duplicates.
In step four we eliminate those duplicate types which are declared as secondary keys, in this case the types Bill_No and Cust_No. So, at the end, we have only eight types left, Ord_No, Bill_No, Sum, Date, Cust_No, Delivery, Address and Phone. The next steps, steps five and six, check the primary keys and define them as adjacency defining types. There are three of them, i.e. Ord_No, Bill_No and Cust_No.

After that it is quite simple to create the adjacencies between the elements of the adjacency defining types and the elements of those types which are adjacent with them, like the elements of Ord_No/Bill_No, Ord_No/Sum and Ord_No/Date. The same thing will be done with the other adjacency defining sets and their corresponding types.

Now we have managed all the steps except the last one. In the last step, step nine, we create the rest of the adjacencies, if there are any. In most of the cases we have succeeded to create all the adjacencies, because the relations between the tables are mostly implemented with the help of the primary and secondary keys. When we eliminated the secondary keys we had only the primary keys left, and with them we, in the adjacency model, could create the adjacencies necessary for our purposes. If there are any non-key relations in the relational model, we will add them into our representation.

In Figure 5.7 we have presented the relational database of Figure 5.6 with the adjacency model. There are only eight types left: Ord_No, Bill_No, Sum, Delivery etc., which represent the attributes of the tables. Each type contains elements, which in turn, correspond the values of those attributes, like Order_No: 10, 11, 20; Delivery: yes, no etc.. The relationships between the elements of different types are represented with directed edges; for example the upper part of Figure 5.7 represents the relationships \( R_{Date,Ord\_No} \), \( R_{Bill\_No,Ord\_No} \) and \( R_{Sum,Ord\_No} \) of the attributes of the table Order of Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.7. The relational database of Figure 5.15 represented with the Adjacency Model.

The types Bill_No, Sum and Date are adjacent with each other with respect to the adjacency defining type, which in this case, is the Ord_No. So we can denote the adjacency defining sets with $\tilde{T}_{\text{Sum,Bill}_\text{No}} = \{T_{\text{Ord}_\text{No}}\}$, $\tilde{T}_{\text{Date,Bill}_\text{No}} = \{T_{\text{Ord}_\text{No}}\}$ and $\tilde{T}_{\text{Sum,Date}} = \{T_{\text{Ord}_\text{No}}\}$. Additionally, we can see that the elements of the type Bill_No are adjacent with the elements of the type Ord_No (e.g. $100 \in \text{Ad}_{\text{Bill}_\text{No}}(10)$) and so do the elements of the types Sum and Date (e.g. $330.00 \in \text{Ad}_{\text{Sum}}(10)$, $31.10.2001 \in \text{Ad}_{\text{Date}}(10)$). These adjacencies are defined by the adjacency defining sets, not with respect to the values of the corresponding types.
The adjacencies, which we have shown above, were implemented between the types taken from one and the same table. It is equally possible to define adjacencies between types taken from two different tables. In our example the type Bill_No is an attribute of two tables, Order and Bill, so we can define the adjacency between the tables in the adjacency model, e.g. \( 10 \in Ad_{\text{Cust}_\text{No}}(100) \) and \( 100 \in Ad_{\text{Bill}_\text{No}}(10) \). The rest of Figure 5.7 can be represented equally applying the definitions above.

The algorithm we have presented above is quite straightforward, because the underlying data model is based on a fixed schema. However, the amount of data that do not have a fixed schema increases rapidly. Our next algorithm is developed to manage such data. The algorithm reads a tree or a graph-like structure and creates an adjacency model of it. With this algorithm we want to show that semistructured data can be modelled with the adjacency model.

### 5.4.2. Modeling of an Object Exchange Model

In this Section we will present our algorithm that converts an Object Change Model (McHugh 1997) to an adjacency model. We have chosen this model because it is most widely used, and the DataGuide schema is also based on this same model. The conversion process from the OEM model into the adjacency model differs in some aspects from the process of the relational model. The main principle is that every edge of the source database corresponds to one type of the adjacency model, and every node of the source database corresponds to a relation between two elements of two different types. The conversion between the models proceeds as follows:

1. **Step 1.** If there is an incoming edge into the root node of the graph, create a new type of it.
2. **Step 2.** Select an edge from the graph.
Step 3. Create a new type of the edge.

Step 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all distinct edges are handled.

Step 5. Select a type, which has two or more distinct types that are adjacent with it, and define it as an adjacency defining type.

Step 6. Repeat step 5 until all such types are handled.

Step 7. Create an adjacency between an element of an atomic type (a type which does not have other types that are adjacent with it) and an element of its corresponding adjacency defining type.

Step 8. Repeat step 7 until all the elements of the atomic types are handled.

Step 9. Draw the adjacencies between the elements of the adjacency defining types according to the original graph.

Very often the root node has an incoming edge. This edge is considered first in Step 1, where we create a new type of it. Most often that particular edge has a name already and we can use it, but if it is not named then we can use whatever name we want. However, we must think out the name well so that there would not be any conflicts between the names of the other edge of the semistructured database. If there is no incoming edge, we can directly move on to the next step.

In Step 2 we select one of the edges of the semistructured database. If we make the selection for the first time we take an edge emanating from the root node, otherwise we can select any of the remaining edges we have not visited yet. Our algorithm uses the depth-first search, so we know exactly those edges that are already picked up.

In Step 3 we create a new type of the label of the last selected edge. In the conversion process from the relational model to the adjacency model duplicate
types were allowed and removed later, but because our algorithm keeps track of the edges handled, we will not face the same problem here.

Step 4 repeats the three previous steps and uses the DFS to manage all the edges of the source database. Because we use a commonly proven search method in our algorithm even the cycles will not cause any problem.

In Steps 5 and 6 we define the adjacency defining types. As a rule of thumb we can say that all those edges of the semistructured database that end to a node that have outgoing edges can be defined as such. These two steps will be repeated until all such types are defined.

Here we end the first phase of our algorithm. All types are created and all adjacency defining types are defined. In the next three steps we finish the conversion process by drawing the relations, i.e. the adjacencies between the elements of the types. When we consider the Object Exchange Model, the elements of the types consist of the object identifiers of the nodes to which the incoming edges are connected. Basically, if we have three edges with the same name, then we have only one type with that name and three object identifiers as elements within that type.

In Steps 7 and 8 we create the relations, i.e. an adjacencies, between elements of the different types. In this and the next step we consider only adjacencies between atomic types and adjacency defining types. The elements, between which the relation is created, can be determined according to the inner nodes of the source database. The incoming edge to the inner node is defined as an adjacency defining type, and the object identifier of that node is the starting element. The outgoing edge, which is an atomic type in the adjacency model, points to a node, and the object identifier of that node is the ending element of
the relation. When we have concluded these two steps, we have created all the
adjacencies between the adjacency defining types and the atomic types.

In Step 9 we create the adjacencies between the adjacency defining types. These
types are inner nodes in the source database. The relation in the adjacency
model is drawn from a type which is created of the label of the incoming edge
of the inner node, and the relation ends to a type which is created from the label
of the outgoing edge of the same inner node. The relation is, of course, an
adjacency between the elements of the named types.

Finally, when all the types are considered the semistructured model is
converted to an adjacency model. The number of types in our model is less (in
general) than the number of edge labels in the source database, because the
edges with the same label are considered as one type.

Next we will take some examples of the conversion process. We will consider
here two different examples and give a brief explanation of the process. We will
start with an OEM database (Figure 5.8) presented by McHugh, Widom,
Abiteboul, Luo & Rajaraman (1998). In Figure 5.9 we have the same database
represented with the adjacency model.

In Figure 5.8 we can see that there is a named input edge, which is called DB, so
the first type is created of it. After that we go through the whole graph with the
depth first search and select all distinct edges, and create corresponding types
of their labels, like Movie, Actor, Title etc. Next we define the adjacency defining
types. In this first example the adjacency defining types include e.g. the types
Movie, Actor and Price. Next we create the adjacencies from the elements of the
adjacency defining types to the elements of their corresponding adjacent types
like the relations between Name - Actor, Currency - Price, etc. Finally we create
the adjacencies between the adjacency defining sets (Movie – Actor, Movie – Title
etc.). All special cases, if any, are handled separately after we have finished the standard procedure. In Figure 5.8 the edge with the label References between the two Movie types is a special case which will be considered later in this example.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.8.** An OEM database (McHugh et al. 1998).

In Figure 5.9 there are thirteen distinct types with adjacency defining types and ordinary types. If we take the type Actor, we can see that some of the elements of the types Name and Character are adjacent with each other with respect to the type Actor ($T_{\text{Name,Character}} = \{T_{\text{Actor}}\}$). The elements of the types Year, Title, Writer and Price are adjacent with each other with respect to the type Movie, so we can write Movie ($T_{\text{Actor,Year}} = \{T_{\text{Movie}}\}$, $T_{\text{Actor,Title}} = \{T_{\text{Movie}}\}$ etc.). For example Harrison Ford is the name (&17) of the Actor (&6) who plays in Movie (&2). We can also see that the Character (&18) Deccard is played by an Actor (&6) whose Name is Harrison Ford (&17), because the adjacency of these two types is defined by the type Actor. The adjacency between the elements of the types Name and Actor, e.g. $&17 \in Ad_{\text{Name}}(\&6)$ is defined directly by the relation without any adjacency defining type.
Figure 5.9. An OEM database of Figure 5.8 modelled by the Adjacency Model.

In Figure 5.9 the types Title and Price have elements with two different expressions. First, they both have elements that do not have adjacencies with other elements and secondly, they have elements with adjacencies with other elements. For example, the element &5 of the type Title do not have adjacent elements, whereas the element &14 has two adjacent elements (i.e. &24 ∈ Ad_{AKA}(&14) and &23 ∈ Ad_{Original}(&14)). This kind of structures make semistructured data difficult to model with the common data models, but as we can see we can present structures like this with the adjacency model.
The edge labelled \textit{References} in Figure 5.8 is not depicted as a distinct type in the adjacency model, because there is a more natural way to represent it. It can be represented with only one type by defining a relation between the two elements &2 and &3 of the type \textit{Movie}. With this method we can reduce the number of distinct types.

Our next example deals with the semistructured data graph of Figure 5.10. It represents an OEM database, which contains information about the Stanford Database Group (McHugh et. al 1997). In principle it has the same structure as the OEM database of Figure 5.8 but there is one significant difference. The graph contains a cycle between the two nodes &4 and &5 with edges labelled \textit{Member} and \textit{Project}.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.10.png}
\caption{An OEM database with a cycle between the nodes &4 and &5 (McHugh et al. 1997).}
\end{figure}

In the adjacency model of Figure 5.11 the adjacency is defined with relations between the elements $R_{\text{Member,Project}}$ and $R_{\text{Project,Member}}$. In this case we can use also an adjacency defining type, i.e. the \textit{DBGroup}. Both of the types \textit{Member} and
Project have an element (&4 and &5) that is adjacent with an element (&1) of the adjacency defining type DBGroup, i.e. $T_{Member,Project} = \{T_{DBGroup}\}$.

**Figure 5.11.** The cycles of Figure 5.10 presented with the Adjacency Model.

Since $&5, &6 \in Ad_{Project} (&1)$ in Figure 5.11, the elements &5 and &6 are adjacent with each other with respect to $T_{Project,Project}$. This kind of adjacency is typical in the context of semistructured data when we have a distinct root node (here DBGroup). The same thing can be found between the types Project and Member, where $&5, &6 \in Ad_{Project} (&4)$. 
5.5. Definition of an Adjacency Schema

In this Section we present our proposal of a schema for semistructured data. Although our work follows the theory of Wanne (1998) and Wanne et al. (1999), there is one exception in that our proposal concerns the adjacency between the types and not between the individual elements of the types, which is the case in Wanne (1998). This means new formulations of some of the definitions introduced in Wanne (1998) and Wanne et al. (1999). These will be presented in this section.

As a consequence of the fact that we consider a schema for a database we do not need to show the atomic objects, i.e. the values of the source database. This means that the schema becomes more simplified. The values of the atomic objects can be stored in a common data store, like a relational or object database, and hence can be accessed by e.g. with SQL.

In Figure 5.12a there is a part of a semistructured database. The database graph consists of nodes and labeled edges. The nodes do not have any object identifications. In Figure 5.12b the same graph is depicted with an Adjacency Schema, which consists of types and interrelationships between them. Intuitively, in Figure 5.12a, the meaning of a relationship between two consecutive objects is defined with the help of a labelled edge, whereas in an Adjacency Schema the relationship between two interrelated types is defined with respect to a node of a database graph.

**Definition 5.1.** An *Adjacency Schema* (AdSchema) is a pair \((\mathcal{T}_A, \mathcal{R})\), where \(\mathcal{T}_A = \{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\}, \ n \geq 1\), is a set of types, and \(\mathcal{R} = \{R_i \mid i \in \{1,2,\ldots,n\}\}\), where each \(R_i = (T_i, Ir(T_i))\), and \(Ir(T_i)\) denotes a subset of \(\mathcal{T}_A\).
**Figure 5.12.** A part of a data graph depicted with an Adjacency Schema.

**Definition 5.2.** If \( R_i = (T_i, \{ T_j, T_k, \ldots, T_m \} ) \in \mathcal{R} \), then each type \( T_k \) \((k = 1, 2, \ldots, m)\) is said to be interrelated to the type \( T_i \). Furthermore, denote by \( Ir(T_i) \) the set \( \{ T_i, T_j, \ldots, T_m \} \). Since it is possible that \( i = j \) for some \( j = 1, \ldots, m \), the relation \( R_i \) means that a type \( T_i \) is interrelated to itself. This is a special case in a data graph where the start and end node of an edge are the same.

We use the notion \( T_i \rightarrow T_j \) to show the interrelationship between types, like \( T_i \) and \( T_j \). If we have semistructured data that contains elements of type \( T_i \) and \( T_j \) and if the elements of these two types are adjacent with each other, then we can denote that by \( T_i \rightarrow T_j \). This means that \( T_j \in Ir(T_i) \) and the interrelationship of the elements can be represented also as a pair of elements (Wanne 1998).

All known approaches, including approximate DataGuides (Goldman 2000), consider directed graphs as schemas for semistructured databases. In our approach we consider symmetric relations between the types and so there is no predefined order between the types of the schema. This makes it possible that we can traverse the data structure in both directions.
Definition 5.3. An Adjacency Schema \((\mathcal{T}_A, \mathcal{R}_A)\) is said to be symmetric if for each pair of types it holds that \(T_i \in \text{Ir}(T_j)\) if and only if \(T_j \in \text{Ir}(T_i)\).

The number of the nodes in a semistructured database graph can vary from only a few nodes to a large number of them. The number of nodes is not a problem, but it would be more convenient if some of the relations could be left out of the schema, i.e. they could be derived from the known ones. We can use the interrelationship between some particular types when the relation is defined with respect to a third type.

Definition 5.4. In the case of a symmetric Adjacency Schema, the types \(T_i, T_j \in \mathcal{T}_A\) are said to be interrelated with respect to a type \(T_k, T_k \in \mathcal{T}_A, k \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} - \{i, j\}\), if \(T_k \in \text{Ir}(T_i)\) and \(T_k \in \text{Ir}(T_j)\). The type \(T_k\) is called an interrelationship defining type.

In Figure 5.13 the types \(T_i\) and \(T_j\) are interrelated to each other with respect to the type \(T_k\), in notation \(\tilde{T}_{13} = \{T_2\}\). If \(i = j\) the type is adjacent with itself.

In Figure 5.13 we can see a schema with \(j\) types and the interrelationships between them. As we can see there are many interrelationships drawn between the types, but many of them are unnecessary because they can be derived from the already known interrelationships, i.e. there is a minimal set of relations that need to be stored.

In Goldman (2000) there is a concept called a data path, which is a sequence of one or more dot-separated labels \(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_n\) starting from an object \(o\). In our work the corresponding concept is realized with transitively interrelated types.
Transitively interrelated types are types that are adjacent with each other with respect to a set of consecutive intermediate types.

**Figure 5.13.** A valid structure containing interrelationships between a set of types.

**Definition 5.5.** Two types $T_i$ and $T_j$, $i \neq j$ are transitively interrelated if there are one or more consecutive intermediate types between them, such that $T_i$ and $T_k$ are interrelated with respect to a type $T_{k-1}$ for $k = i+2, i+3, \ldots, j$.

Consider the case of Figure 5.14. It has the same set of types as is shown in Figure 5.13 but the number of interrelationships is lesser. The interrelationship types are as in the previous definition.

**Figure 5.14.** A minimal set of interrelationships of the types of Figure 5.13.

The fact that some of the interrelationships can be derived tends to decrease the size of AdSchema. So, we need to find the optimal combination of the
interrelationships to form the base set from which the remaining relations can be derived.

If we can find a relation combination that is minimal and valid, then the rest of the interrelationships can be derived from the known interrelationships and the database schema can be reduced without losing its accuracy. In Wanne (1998) the validity of a relation combination is defined between the elements of adjacent types but here we just notice that if a relation combination is valid, then it uniquely defines the interrelationships of all types.

In Figure 5.15 we have a schema with six relations, \( R = \{R_1, R_2, R_3, R_4, R_5, R_6\} \), i.e. \( R_1 = (T_1, \{T_2, T_4\}) \), \( R_2 = (T_2, \{T_1, T_3, T_4\}) \), \( R_3 = (T_3, \{T_2\}) \), \( R_4 = (T_4, \{T_1, T_2, T_5, T_6\}) \), \( R_5 = (T_5, \{T_4\}) \) and \( R_6 = (T_6, \{T_4\}) \). The combination of three relations \( R_1, R_2 \) and \( R_4 \) form a valid combination. This means that the rest of the relations can be derived with the help of these relations.

![Figure 5.15. An example of a valid schema.](image-url)
When we think of the relation combinations that should be stored we sometimes have to select between two or more alternatives. In Figure 5.16 we have such a situation. There are three different relation combinations from which we can choose. First we have the relations $R = \{R_1, R_2, R_4\}$, where $R_1 = (T_2, \{T_1\})$, $R_2 = (T_2, \{T_3\})$ and $R_4 = (T_2, \{T_4\})$, the second relation combination is $R' = \{R'_1, R'_3, R'_4\}$ where the relations are $R'_2 = (T_1, \{T_3\})$, $R'_3 = (T_3, \{T_2\})$ and $R'_4 = (T_2, \{T_4\})$, and the third $R'' = \{R''_1, R''_3\}$, where the relations are $R''_1 = (T_1, \{T_2\})$, $R''_3 = (T_3, \{T_2\})$ and $R''_4 = (T_2, \{T_4\})$. The choice between these relation combinations must be done with respect to the efficiency aspect. The most efficient is the relation combination $R$ i.e. $R = \{R_1, R_2, R_4\}$. With this solution the interrelationship between the types $T_1$ and $T_3$ can be left out of the schema, because that particular interrelationship can be defined with respect to the type $T_2$, which is an interrelationship defining type.

![Figure 5.16. Selection problem of the minimal valid relation combination.](image)

This relation combination is the most efficient because if we start from $T_2$ we can retrieve all the types $T_1$, $T_3$ and $T_4$ with one direct access.
5.6. Examples

In this Section we give some examples of how different parts of a semistructured database can be depicted with an AdSchema. In Figure 3.1 we have a semistructured database called *premiership* (Nestorov et al. 1997) some parts of which we presented with the help of an AdSchema.

First, in Figure 5.17a we have the first part of the *premiership* object starting from the root node $&0$. It presents a data path $&0.Club.&1.Name.&2.Offical.&3$. This data path can be constructed with an AdSchema depicted in Figure 5.17b consisting of three types *Club*, *Name* and *Official* and the relations between them.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.17.** A portion of a graph of Figure 2.1 depicted with an AdSchema

Next we will extend Figure 5.17a with a new type called *Player* and its successor *Nationality* (Figure 5.18a). The second data path is $&0.Club.&1.Player.&14. Nationality.&19$. *Player* is the second edge emanating from the edge *Club*, which means that we have to insert the type *Player* into the schema as well as its successor *Nationality* (Figure 5.18b).
Figure 5.18. Adjacency of types Name and Player defined with respect to a third type Club.

The types Club, Name and Player are interrelationship defining types, which means that we do not need to draw an interrelationship between the types Name and Player. Besides, we need not to have the interrelationships between the types Club and Nationality or between the types Club and Official either because they are also interrelated with each other with respect to the types Player and Name, respectively.

In Figure 5.19a the edge Name has two different expressions. In the first case it is a complex object and in the second case it is an atomic object. Both of these expressions are allowed in an OEM graph. This deviation does not pose any problem in AdSchema, because we have only one type for each occurrence of the Name object. The corresponding AdSchema is depicted in Figure 5.19b, in which we can see that the types Club and Name are again interrelationship defining types as in Figure 5.18b, although the situation is somewhat different.

This is one characteristic of the AdSchema that makes it possible to increase the degree of the data structure, i.e. some relations between the types can be derived from the existing, stored interrelationships.
Figure 5.19. Two different occurrences of the edge *Name* depicted with an AdSchema.

In Figure 5.19b the interrelationships \( R_3 = (\text{Name}, \{\text{Player}\}) \) and \( R_4 = (\text{Player}, \{\text{Name}\}) \) can be derived with the help of the interrelationships \( R_1 = (\text{Club}, \{\text{Name}\}) \) and \( R_2 = (\text{Club}, \{\text{Player}\}) \). We can also use the symmetric variants of the named interrelationships \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \). Also the interrelationship between the types *First* and *Last* can be derived based on the same definition.

Next we will consider cycles. In Figure 5.20b we can see how a cycle of a premiership object (Nestorov et al. 1997) is implemented with the AdSchema. We can see that the types *Club* and *FormerClub* are interrelated to each other with respect to the type *Player*. There is also a interrelationship between the types *Player* and *FormerClub*, but we need not to show it in the AdSchema. The reason is the interrelationship defining set *Player*. It can be used to derive the missing interrelationship between the types *Club* and *FormerClub*. 
5.7 Creating an AdSchema from Semistructured Data

In this Section we present an algorithm for schema creation for semistructured data. The original source database is read in a depth-first fashion. Every label path is considered and all distinct edges are read and new types are created from them. Equally all the interrelationships between the types are created of the nodes of the source database. We use a hash table where all the object and edges are stored. The hash table is used in order to prevent multiple types with same name to be inserted into our AdSchema. We also create a starting type (usually the incoming edge to the root node) because in this way we can avoid disconnected types. Next we go through the steps of the algorithm (Figure 5.21).

The first six lines represent the initialization phase of our algorithm. On line 1 we have the name of the algorithm. Line 2 contains the input file to our algorithm. It is a semistructured database and will have the object identifier of the root node $o$ of the source database as a starting point. On line 3 the output file is introduced. It is the AdSchema. On line 5 a hash table is declared. The purpose of the hash table is to map the objects/edges of the source database to

![Figure 5.20. Representing cycles with the AdSchema.](image-url)
the types of the AdSchema. On line 6 a global type called \textit{ads} is created. This variable contains the first type that will be inserted into the new AdSchema. Usually it is an edge that comes into the root node.

\begin{center}
\begin{verbatim}
MakeAdSchema: algorithm to build an AdSchema over a source database
Input: o, the oid of the root of a source database
Output: AdSchema

targetHash = global empty hash table, to map source target sets to AdSchema types
ads = global type

MakeAdSchema(o) {
    ads = NewType()
    targetHash.Insert((o), ads)
    RecursiveMake((o), ads)
}

RecursiveMake(t1, d1) {
    p = set of <label, oid> children pairs of each object in t1
    foreach (unique label l in p) {
        t2 = set of oids paired with l in p
        d2 = targetHash.Lookup(t2)
        if (d2 != nil) {
            add an edge from d1 to d2
        } else {
            d2 = NewType()
            targetHash.Insert(t2, d2)
            add an edge from d1 to d2
            RecursiveMake(t2, d2)
        }
    }
}
\end{verbatim}
\end{center}

\textbf{Figure 5.21.} An algorithm to create an Adjacency Schema.

Line 8 starts the making of the AdSchema. The method \textit{MakeAdSchema} contains the object identifier of the root node as a parameter. On line 9, the first new type, i.e. the label of the first edge is assigned into the \textit{ads} variable. Line 10 makes the first insertion into the hash table with the method \textit{Insert()} of the object \textit{targetHash}. The insertion contains the object identifier of the root node and the label of the first edge. After that, on line 11, we call the recursive part of that algorithm called \textit{RecursiveMake()}.
The effective work is done on lines 14 through 26. On these lines all the nodes and edges of the source database are stored in the hash table, and above all, the types and the interrelationships between them are appended to the current schema.

Line 14 is the header of the RecursiveMake method. It contains as parameters the object identifier and the name of the edge. When we call this method for the first time, the object identifier is the identifier of the root node and the name of the edge is the label of the incoming edge to the root node. On line 15 we save all the object identifier and edge label pairs of the children of each object in $t1$.

On lines 16 through 26 we have a for-each loop that searches through the hash table and checks if the given object identifiers are already stored there. In a semistructured database there can be several edges with the same edge label but with different object identifiers. On line 16 we consider unique edge labels but take into consideration all the object identifiers. Line 16 starts the for-each loop. On line 17 the object identifiers of the edge label are picked up and stored to the variable $t2$, and on line 18 we search the hash table for the object identifiers of the variable $t2$. The used method of the object targetHash is called Lookup(). The result of the search is stored to the variable $d2$.

Lines 19 through 26 check if the given objects are found in the hash table or not. If an object identifier is found we add on line 20 an edge from the second last inserted type to the last inserted type. On the other hand, if we cannot find the search object from the hash table (line 21), we add a new type to the schema (line 22). This new type will then be added to the hash table on line 23. Also the set of object identifiers assigned to that edge are added to the hash table. After that, on line 24, a new interrelationship is added between the two last added types. Finally, a new recursive call is made on line 25, and all the rest of the types and the interrelationships between them are added to the schema.
Next we will consider an example of how our algorithm works. In Figure 5.22 there is a part of an OEM database of restaurants and bars (Goldman 2000). There are two Restaurants with some detailed information and one Bar without any additional information. The Owner of one restaurant is the same as the Manager of the other restaurant. The leaf nodes have some data.

![Diagram of the OEM database](image)

**Figure 5.22.** A sample OEM database of restaurants and bars (Goldman 2000).

In Figure 5.23 we have the corresponding AdSchema of Figure 5.22. When we create an AdSchema of Figure 5.22 we can see that there are as many types in it as there are distinct edges in DataGuide. In addition, our AdSchema has an extra type (*Entry*) which does not exist in the DataGuide or in the original source database.

In our algorithm the source database with an object identifier \( o \) contains the input data. The output of the algorithm is the schema of Figure 5.23. First, in the method *MakeAdSchema()*, we assign the type *Entry* as a new type to the variable *ads*. We insert the type *Entry* and the object identifier 1 to the hash table and start the *RecursiveMake()* method.
When we enter to the method `RecursiveMake()` we assign the ⟨label, object identifier⟩ pairs \{⟨Restaurant,2⟩,⟨Restaurant,3⟩\} to the variable \(p\). After that, for each unique label in \(p\), we assign the object identifiers to the variable \(t2\). \(t2\) will contain the set \{2,3\}. Next we will use the method `Lookup()` of the object `targetHash` to lookup if the objects are already in the hash table. The result will be assigned to the variable \(d2\). If the objects are not found, then \(d2\) will be assigned to the next new type, which in this case will be `Restaurant`. The object identifiers and the new type will then be added to the hash table. This will again be done with the `Insert()` method. A new interrelationship is added between the `Entry` type and the `Restaurant` type, and the `RecursiveMake()` method will be called again with new parameters.

In this second call of the method \(t1\) contains the object identifiers \{2,3\} and \(d1\) contains the type `Restaurant`. The variable \(p\) will now contain the following ⟨label, object identifier⟩ pairs: \{⟨Name,5⟩,⟨Entree,6⟩,⟨Phone,7⟩,⟨Owner,8⟩,⟨Manager,8⟩,⟨Name,9⟩,⟨Entree,10⟩,⟨Entree,11⟩\}. Now, for each unique label, we go through the same procedure. We start with label `Name` and assign the object identifiers (5,9) to variable \(t2\), try to find them in the hash table and if not found, we create a new type, add the type and the object identifiers to the hash table and finally
create a new relation between the second last and the last types. This procedure will go on until all unique edges and the interrelationships between them are added to the AdSchema.

This example is a very simple example and its only purpose is to show that the algorithm works. The only speciality is that the two edges Owner and Manager present one and the same person. In the source database this means that the corresponding edges end to the same node. In the AdSchema this can be presented without any specific structural problem.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1. Conclusions

Our research hypotheses stated that it is possible to construct a schema for semistructured data based on the theory of the Adjacency Relation Systems, and that the size of it can be decreased without losing much of its accuracy. As we have finished our work and given answers to the research questions we can state the following.

The first research question about the adequacy of the theory of the Adjacency Relation Systems to be used as a foundation for an Adjacency Schema was answered positively. This means that the theory is solid and can be used with some smaller changes also with a schema construction for semistructured data. It also turned out, as we stated in the second research question, that it is possible to develop an algorithm that generates the schema from the original source database.

The third question about the fulfillment of the requirements imposed for a schema for semistructured data is partly answered, but this question is still open. We need empirical results to answer this question in full, so in future this is one of the areas we will concentrate.

The fourth research question about the minimal and accurate schema is also partly open. The schema creation algorithm constructs a schema that contains only distinct types which means that the schema is minimal. In most cases it also shares the idea of a strong DataGuide in that there is only one “label path” in the adjacency schema to each of the types.
6.2. Summary of Contributions

The main contributions of this work are the schema proposal for semistructured data, an accurate definition of semistructured data and an algorithm for calculating its degree as well as a general query for a given relation combination. We also contribute with algorithms for the modelling of relation and semistructured data as well as with an algorithm for construction of an adjacency schema for semistructured data.

The accurate definition of the semistructured data helps us to determine the degree of the semistructured data. It states clearly that the degree is between zero and one, and that it can be completed up to one, which means that the structure is valid. The degree calculating algorithm connects our work to the theory of the Adjacency Relation Systems. It calculates the degree from a set of given relations and their adjacency defining sets. The calculated degree can furthermore be increased if we use the known relations to derive new ones. The definition of semistructured data and the calculation algorithm show that the theory of Adjacency Relation Systems could be applied in our work.

The general query presented in this work is a first attempt to develop a query that could use the structure of the adjacency schema to find the information wanted by a user. However, the general query has not been developed to the point in which the whole benefit of it could be used.

The main contribution of this paper is the schema proposal for semistructured data. This proposal follows the same principles imposed for the existing schemas, like DataGuide. The results we have obtained in our investigations are very encouraging. We have shown that the adjacency schema can be used as a schema for semistructured data, however the test examples could be more
numerous. This means that more extensive conclusions should not be drawn before more support for our investigations can be shown.

The schema construction algorithm presented in this work is important because it shows that the theory behind the adjacency schema can be utilized in practice. This statement gives us a good base for our future work in this area. The other algorithms presented here support the same thing although they consider the modelling of semistructured data.

If we compare our results with the results obtained by other researchers there are two points that are worth mentioning. First we can say that as far as we know there has not been an exact definition of semistructured data which is general enough. In our work we give the limits between which semistructured data should lie and a motivation for such a convention. Secondly is the schema for semistructured data. As we have described in the earlier sections of this work there is one schema for semistructured data that has reached the position of a de facto standard. Compared with that schema it is hard to come up with new proposals. However, we have presented our proposal because we believe that there is potential in it. There are aspects in the current schemas that need improvements and when we have developed the theory of the adjacency schema we have emphasized these facts.

6.3. Future Research

As it has tuned out in the earlier sections there are some subjects that need more and deeper investigation. The presented schema proposal is our first attempt to give a structure for semistructured data but we lack some experimental results of the effectiveness of our proposal. It will be one of the first things to be considered in future.
Another thing that has not been considered in our work is the modification of the schema. The schema must be consistent even when the source database changes. These changes in the structure of the schema must be handled with the construction algorithm. In this stage our algorithm does not handle changes in the structure of the source database so the second subject to be covered in future is the algorithm. Furthermore, the algorithm should also be able to handle different versions of semistructured data which is not the case right now. The algorithm must be made more flexible so that it can handle cycles and other exceptions in the structure of the source database.

Finally, the subject of queries has not been considered very much in this work. In the adjacency relation systems there are queries whose appropriateness should be tested in this context. As the queries are relatively simple there should not be much work to adapt them to be used with the adjacency schema. However, modification of these queries will be on the list of our future work.
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